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1. Introduction

As of this writing the relatively young commodities exchange IntercontinentalExchange (ICE) under Jeffrey Sprecher is well underway in its $8.2 billion acquisition of NYSE-Euronext—the parent company of the venerable New York Stock Exchange. This is not the first attempt at bringing NYSE-Euronext under new ownership in recent years. In fact, it is not even the first time that ICE is involved in an acquisition attempt of late of the NYSE. In 2011 the Frankfurt, Germany, stock exchange group, Deutsche Börse AG, was planning to acquire the NYSE. During that process, Nasdaq and ICE pursued a competing hostile take-over bid of the NYSE. In the end, neither of these transactions was consummated—leaving the door open for the current acquisition of the NYSE by ICE alone. This article briefly reviews the two prior acquisition attempts. The focus is on shedding light on the various markets in which exchanges compete against each other, and how US and European competition authorities assessed the possible impact of each transaction.

2. Background

The New York Stock Exchange is the largest stock exchange in the world in terms of the market capitalization of its listed stocks and it is the oldest continuously operating stock exchange in the United States.\(^1\) At times in excess of eighty percent of daily traded equities volume for some stocks are handled on the New York Stock Exchange, and roughly a third of current US equities trading goes through the NYSE.

The exchange grew out of the Buttonwood Agreement among brokers in 1792, which eliminated the role of auctioneers and also set fixed commissions for trades. The name under the first constitution of the organization in 1817 was the New York Stock and Exchange Board, which was shortened to the now familiar New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in 1863. The nickname “Big Board” literally refers to the big board that listed offers for stocks.

For most of its history the NYSE had a virtual monopoly for stock listings and also as a trading venue for equities. While the NYSE experienced some competition from other New York and regional exchanges as well as some specialized venues from time to time, rarely would the NYSE drop under eighty to ninety percent market share in either listings or trading volume. Whatever meager competition there was, effectively ended under the regulations introduced by the newly formed Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in the wake of the Great Crash and subsequent Great Depression. Among other reforms introduced at that time, was that all stock listings were required to adhere to the most stringent NYSE standards, removing one of the competitive angles that other exchanges had used to gain listings.

Only in the latter third of the twentieth century did the NYSE begin to experience nascent competition. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, competition entered within its operations when due to urging from the Antitrust Division of the US Department of Justice (USDOJ) the SEC began to require a more flexible pricing structure for stock broker

---

\(^{1}\) The Philadelphia Stock Exchange began operations in 1790, but has not been in continuous operations as an equities exchange. It currently operates as an options exchange.
commissions. Previously these had been set uniformly across all members of the NYSE, but by 1975 this collusive scheme was replaced by individual rate-setting, which then also opened the door to discount brokerage services. Later, the NYSE also began to face direct competition from outside, when the National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD) began to compete against its services with electronic quoting and trading through Nasdaq, which later in this century formally became a registered exchange.

While the NYSE’s history is rooted in floor trading by market makers, Nasdaq was conceived as an electronic market. However, very much in line with consolidation movements across financial markets globally, in terms of trading venues both the NYSE and Nasdaq have expanded by buying smaller domestic trading markets (e.g., the American Stock Exchange, AMEX and the electronic trading platform ARCA for the NYSE, and the Philadelphia and Boston exchanges for Nasdaq) as well as foreign exchanges (e.g., the electronic trading and clearing group Euronext which includes the London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (Liffe) for the NYSE, and the Scandinavian exchange group OMX for Nasdaq). In the meantime, the US market has had two electronic communications networks (ECNs), BATS Global Markets and Direct Edge, formally register as stock exchanges—resulting in a total of four equities exchange operators for displayed orders in the US.

It had been argued that while the NYSE was an iconic brand known worldwide, it had been behind in adjusting to the modern market place. Given the prevailing mergers and acquisitions movements at both the national and the supranational levels, this combination of perceived strengths and weaknesses made the NYSE both a desirable and a forthcoming target for consolidation.

### 3. The Deutsche Börse proposed transaction

In Early 2011 the Deutsche Börse (DB) and the NYSE agreed to merge in a deal valued at about $9 billion. The Deutsche Börse is one of the largest exchange operators in the world with many venues in Europe, but also with business interests in the US and Asia. It operates the largest German stock exchange, the Frankfurter Wertpapierbörse, and is the owner of the Luxembourg-based clearing house Clearstream.

In order to proceed with the deal, one of the hurdles that needed to be cleared was that regulatory approval had to be secured both in Europe and in the US, with both companies having active concerns on both sides of the Atlantic. The USDOJ positively noted that having obtained waivers from the merging parties there was extensive communication and frequent contact between the investigative staffs of the Antitrust Division and the European Commission. Of course, the assessments of the competitive impact of the proposed transaction nonetheless required independent analyses and resulted in distinct findings.

#### 3.1 The US Perspective

From the US view, the potential impact of the Deutsche Börse’s indirect presence was an issue that needed to be addressed. The DB had a controlling interest in the Frankfurt-based Eurex
which was the owner of the NY-based options trading venue International Securities Exchange (ISE). The ISE, in turn, was the largest equity holder of Direct Edge—one of the four large equities exchange operators in the US, with control over the two trading platforms EDGA and EDGX. Through its subsidiaries, the DB thus had an over thirty percent ownership stake in one of the NYSE’s main rivals in the US in the equities trading space. In addition to its ownership stake, the ISE appointed board members to Direct Edge and also had a presence on the exchanges run by Direct Edge. Moreover, the ISE had a right to veto any possible expansion of Direct Edge into the options trading space. In light of this structure, applying the newly revised horizontal merger guidelines (HMGs), the Antitrust Division of the USDOJ identified three relevant antitrust markets in the US in which the merger would lead to a substantial lessening of competition.

Figure 1: Deutsche Börse and NYSE as direct competitors in US equities trading spaces through the DB’s interest in Direct Edge: Exchange Traded Products, Displayed Trading, Data Products

The first market identified was displayed equities trading services. Equities trades take place in many venues, e.g., registered stock exchanges and electronic communications networks (ECNs), dark pools, and internalized broker/dealer trading. But displayed trading—largely made up of trading on the registered exchanges operated by the NYSE, Nasdaq, BATS and Direct Edge and accounting for roughly two-thirds of all daily equity trades—play a special role in the national market system. In particular, traders in all venues rely on the price discovery process that happens only on displayed venues and traders frequently rely on the liquidity that is found on exchanges especially for lower-volume and thinly traded stocks and in times of market distress or high volatility. Moreover, some traders use so-called directed orders to specify a registered exchange at which they want their orders to be executed; and non-marketable limit orders are also displayed in markets. As such, the competition provided by the four large exchange operators is vital in preserving and fostering the national market system. In accordance with the HMGs, the USDOJ concluded that a hypothetical monopolist controlling all displayed equities trading venues that was not subject to regulatory constraints would impose at least a small but significant and non-transitory increase in price (this is the so-called SSNIP test), implying that displayed equities trading venues constituted a relevant antitrust market.

The second market of concern was the market for listings services for exchange traded products (ETPs). ETPs are derivatively-priced products in that their value is derived from an underlying instrument such as a portfolio, commodities, an index, currency, or the like. The most popular exchange traded products are exchange traded funds (ETFs) that are tied to
stocks, commodities or indices. Unlike mutual funds—which can have a similar composition—shares of ETFs are traded directly on exchange. The markets for ETPs was a strong growth area in investing and have therefore become an important part of exchanges’ businesses as ETPs must be listed on an exchange in order to commence trading. Exchanges compete in terms of their market models in order to try to attract ETPs to their venues.

The final market identified as a concern was real-time proprietary equity data, viz. non-core trading data. Core trading data, which includes executed trades and best bids and offers, are required to be reported by regulation. In contrast, non-core data, such as depth of book data, is considered proprietary and exchanges aggregate and disseminate non-core data as part of their business model. Indeed, data have become more and more valuable as end-users have an increased appreciation and ability to work with and extract value from data.²

Figure 2: Example of Core Data (Last Trade, Best Bid and Offer—BBO) and Non-Core, Depth-of-Book Data for a Stock

The indirect presence of the DB at Direct Edge would potentially have allowed them to exert undue influence on Direct Edge’s actions. And the access to information at Direct Edge would also have a chilling effect on innovative activities at Direct Edge. This latter concern was particularly pronounced in light of Direct Edge’s role as an innovator in pricing strategies in the exchange space—having also used inverted pricing, in which traders providing liquidity were charged, whereas those taking liquidity were subsidized—a novel pricing structure on these two-sided platforms for trading. Moreover, the flow of information between the two competing exchanges would also increase the probability of coordinated actions.

² It is interesting to note that as of this writing the two smaller recent additions in the US exchange space—BATS and Direct Edge—have announced plans to merge. Part of the rationale for this merger is tied to the growing importance of data markets.
Because exchanges require sufficient liquidity to be viable, new entry in the exchange space is hard to establish and so entry would likely not have occurred in a timely and sufficient manner to alter the competitive dynamics. Hence, the result of the proposed merger would be a substantial lessening of competition affecting pricing, service, and innovation in the three identified markets. In light of these concerns the Antitrust Division of the USDOJ drafted a proposed final order in which the Justice Department would not contest the merger provided that the ISE fully divested itself from Direct Edge. This severing of the connection would address all competitive concerns across all three markets that were identified as problematic.

3.2 The European Perspective

The European competition authorities, DGComp, identified equity trading and settlement and index licensing as possible areas of interest, but the main concerns quickly focused on derivatives markets. A merger of the DB and NYSE-Euronext would have brought under one roof the two largest derivatives trading venues in the European Economic Area, the Eurex derivatives exchange and the London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange (Liffe).

![Derivatives Trading Diagram](image)

**Figure 3: The Deutsche Börse and the NYSE as direct competitors in global exchange traded derivatives based on European underlyings.**

In contrast to equities trading, where contracts are settled in the spot market, derivatives contracts establish future obligations of parties. That is, the purchaser of an option or futures contract must rely on the seller being able to fulfill their obligation under the contract when the contract matures. For this reason clearing of derivatives contracts take on a separate and important dimension in order to mitigate counter-party risk of default. In the US options market there is central clearing through the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC) which
takes on all counter-party risks, so that an options contract between two parties effectively always involves the OCC as a third party intermediary that bears all obligations and insures the risk. Since an antitrust enforcement action by the USDOJ resulting in a consent decree that opened up options contract trading at competing venues through the practice of multiple-listings this space has since been very competitive.

However, the European derivatives clearing system is similar to the US futures markets with so-called “vertical silos,” where trading venues have their own affiliated clearing houses. In particular, the DB owns Clearstream and NYSE-Euronext owns the London Clearing House LCH.Clearnet. These clearing operations have strong scale economies: members who have many contracts outstanding often have off-setting positions which can be cancelled out. An implication of this is that the scale economies that are required to enter the derivatives trading markets as a platform pose an effective barrier to entry.

In the end, the European Commission was satisfied that competitive concerns in areas other than derivatives trading were not substantial. However, there was an assessment that global exchange trading of derivatives based on European underlyings would suffer substantially as the merger would result in a “near-monopoly” controlling over ninety percent of trade in that area. In so finding, the European Commission also identified trading off-exchange (the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market) to be a distinct and separate market for antitrust purposes, as trades in the OTC market are generally for larger contracts and are undertaken for specialized purposes, resulting in much lower liquidity in these markets.

DGComp did identify the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) as another global player among derivatives exchanges, but noted that they do not have a substantial offering in the product lines of concern and would also be unlikely to enter in this area. Because the joint company would also merge their clearing operations, this would likely result in it becoming impossible for any other player to enter the market. In partial recognition of this, the parties actually argued that the resulting joint clearing was a net positive of the merger for the derivatives market. DGComp was not persuaded by this, noting that the resulting quasi-monopoly firm would not be forced into a position to pass on savings to customers.

Some remedies were proposed by the parties. These centered on divesting some smaller product lines and opening up the clearing operations to future products. However, these did not go far enough to assuage the commission’s concerns, who thus concluded that allowing the modified deal to be consummated would deprive the market of the benefits of price competition and would also reduce innovation in the space.

Facing this strong opposition from the European agencies, the DB and the NYSE abandoned the deal, making the proposed US divestiture remedy of Direct Edge moot.

4. The Nasdaq/ICE hostile takeover bid

Even while the DB-NYSE deal was receiving regulatory scrutiny, Nasdaq and ICE proposed a competing hostile takeover bid of the NYSE in April of 2011. The deal was valued at in excess of $11 billion and would have resulted in Nasdaq acquiring the US-based stock related businesses (listings, trading and data), whereas ICE would take over the NYSE’s European derivatives unit, the London International Financial Futures and Options Exchange, Liffe.
In an unprecedentedly quick response, the USDOJ threatened to sue to enjoin the transaction in little over six weeks’ time after the initial announcement. The Antitrust Division noted that the NYSE and Nasdaq were the only two full service stock exchange operators in the US and their roles in the US financial markets was so central that permitting the merger to commence would in effect allow for a merger to monopoly in several critical markets. In particular, the agency identified four markets that were cause for concern.

Figure 4: Nasdaq and the NYSE as direct competitors at critical junctions in US equities markets: Listings, Open and Closing Auctions, Trade Reporting and Proprietary Non-Core Data.

The first market identified as a merger to monopoly was that of corporate stock listing services for firms. Before a firm’s stock can be traded on exchanges, the firm must be registered at an exchange. Virtually all exchange traded companies in the US are listed on either the NYSE or Nasdaq. As such, the two competitors effectively act as gatekeepers to the US equity markets. The importance of the listing decision is clear both in terms of serving as a screen for investors, but also as implicit certification affecting the reputation of the listed company. While there are some foreign companies that list in the US (with either the NYSE or Nasdaq), US-headquartered corporations virtually never choose their primary listing abroad so that a substantial lessening of competition for US-based listing services would not lead to firms accessing foreign capital markets.
The second market in which a merger to monopoly was indentified was for opening and closing auctions for stocks. Once markets have closed in the evening, many orders for stock transactions accumulate overnight when active trading and price formation for stocks has ceased. In order to fulfill orders in the morning when markets open, specialized price-finding mechanisms need to be instituted. Similarly, large institutional investors often rebalance their portfolios at the end of a trading day and mutual funds are valued at the closing quote of stock, giving the closing of the trading day special significance. For this reason a unique price-finding mechanism is also needed at the end of the trading day. Both the NYSE and Nasdaq have developed proprietary auctions for these purposes, which are also used for the rare occasions that markets need to be restarted after an unplanned closure, for instance due to technical problems or extreme market turmoil having led to the suspension of trading. The prices established at these auctions are used as guides throughout the financial markets, and traders base their expectations and decisions concerning trading on these prices.

Thirdly, the NYSE and Nasdaq are the only two active trade reporting facilities (TRFs). These are relevant for all trades executed off exchange—accounting for roughly a third of all daily equities transactions. Security and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulations require that all stock transactions be reported within a short time period after their execution so that they are disseminated on the consolidated tape. Off-exchange trades, e.g. transactions in dark pools or broker-dealer internalized trades cannot be reported directly and must be reported through a TRF—requiring that they go to those operated by the NYSE and Nasdaq.

Operating the only two active trade reporting facilities gave the NYSE and Nasdaq access to data beyond what was generated by trading activity on their exchanges. As noted above, data is an increasingly important revenue stream for exchange operators and given the volume of trade that is generated on the NYSE and Nasdaq exchanges, the merger would also allow them to control a substantial portion of real-time equity trading data. This then, was the fourth market, real-time proprietary data products, in which the merger would have lead to a substantial lessening of competition.

Given the critical role that the NYSE and Nasdaq play in the US financial markets—facing each other as head-to-head competitors at so many crucial junctions—the USDOJ did not propose any possible remedies and instead informed the parties that they intended to go to court to enjoin the transaction. In response, the parties decided to abandon the takeover bid.

5. Concluding Remarks

As the analysis of the regulatory agencies has made clear, exchanges are active in many inter-related, yet distinct markets. Because of the recent merger activity among exchange operators, virtually all large exchange operators are now active in more than one national market, and most have a presence on several continents. This gives rise to multi-facetted antitrust and competition analyses – even though operating across international borders has not and cannot without substantive regulatory changes lead to pooling of liquidity across national boundaries.

In contrast to both the Deutsche Börse and the Nasdaq/ICE attempted acquisitions, the current proposal with ICE alone as the acquiring company does not raise significant competitive
concerns on either side of the Atlantic, as ICE is primarily involved in commodities trading in the US—where the NYSE has only a diminutive presence.
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